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She likes helping people. 
She’s wearing a white coat.
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Doctor!

CD1
403  Listen and say the words.

4   Describe and guess who.

2

 doctor
 2  nurse
 3  artist
4  singer
 5  actor
 6  vet
 7  businessman
 8  businesswoman

 6 bus driver
0  pilot

CD1
381  Listen and point.

CD1
392  Listen, point and repeat.
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He works in a hospital.

What does your 
cousin do?

Where does he work?

He’s a nurse.
What does your aunt do?
She’s an artist.
Where does she work?
She works in a studio.

My dad’s a farmer. He works on a farm.

My grandma’s a teacher. She works in a school.

My mum’s a train driver. She works on a train.

My grandpa’s a doctor. He works in a hospital.
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6  Read and match.

CD1
415  Listen and choose. Then sing the song.

7    Think about your family. 
Ask and answer.

1 What does your aunt do? …
 She’s an artist/singer.
 Where does she work? …
 She works in a studio.

2 What does your uncle do? …
 He’s a bus driver/pilot.
 Where does he work? …
 He works on a plane.

3 What does your cousin do? …
 She’s a businesswoman/doctor.
 Where does she work? …
 She works in an offi ce.
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What do you want to be?
I want to be a teacher.

Sally wants to be an actor.

Do you want to 
be a footballer?

2

No, I don’t. I want 
to be a singer.

What do you want to be?

I want to be 
a footballer.

CD1
428  Listen and repeat.

10  Tell the class about your friend.

CD1
4311   Go to page 02. Listen and 

repeat the chant.

9   Choose what you want to be. Then ask and answer.
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Where do you want to work?

CD1
4412  Listen and match.

Lola

Sanjay

CD1
4413  Listen again and say true or false.
 Sanjay’s good at Science.

2  Sanjay wants to be a doctor.
3  Lola wants to work in an office.
4  Lola’s good at English.

Let’s 
start!

Skills: Listening and speaking

b

c d

a

14    Ask and answer 
with a friend.

What are you good at?
Do you want to work 
with animals or people?
Do you want to work in 
a school or in an office?

Unit 3
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Let’s ask my uncle. 
He’s a farmer. He’s 
got some on his farm.

What for?

Hi, Uncle Jim. Can we have 
some rope and tyres, please?

For the adventure 
playground.

Shall I take 
the dog for 
a walk?

OK, but can you help me 
with the animals first?

Shall I feed 
the hens?

Can you drive us 
to Pinton Woods?

This is fun! I want 
to be a farmer!

Yes, please. Lucas, can you 
give some water to the horse?

Thanks.

Yes, of course.
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CD1
4515  Read and listen.

OK!

We don’t need 
to, Anna. Let’s 
look at the goats.
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give some water to the horse  feed the rabbit  feed the cat
  give some milk to the cat  take the dog for a walk

crab

Shall I take the 
dog for a walk?

Shall I feed 
the cat?

No, thanks, but you 
can feed the rabbit.

OK.Yes, please.

CD1
4717  Listen and repeat.

CD1
4616   Listen and repeat. Then act.

Say it!

2

Crabs crawl 
across sand.

Unit 3
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What type of 

work 
is it?

44



CD1
481  Listen and repeat.

2  Watch the video.

4   What types of work do you 
think are difficult?

5   From trees to shops. 
Make a poster.

42

shop worktransport workfactory workoutdoor work

3

43

2

Project

3   Look at the pictures. What type 
of work can you see? We know how old 

a tree is from the 
number of circles 

in its wood.

Unit 3
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